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Abstract

Should exchange rates be optimally pegged, managed in some way or allowed to freely �oat?
Answering these question is complicated by the fact that conventional international business cycle
models are at odds with the empirical properties of exchange rates, typically referred to as exchange
rate puzzles. We review these puzzles and show how a simple equilibrium model augmented with
a segmented �nancial market rationalizes them. An essential property of the model is that nominal
exchange rate volatility to a large part originates in the �nancial market and, in turn, endogenously
feeds back to amplify international risk sharing frictions. The model emphasizes a dual role of
the exchange rate in the goods and asset markets, which leads to policy tradeo�s. We show that
a �xed exchange rate is optimal when the �rst-best real exchange rate, which ensures e�cient
expenditure switching in the goods market, is stable. More generally, the optimal policy requires
either a combination of a �oating exchange rate with FX interventions that eliminate UIP deviations
or a partial stabilization of the exchange rate by means of monetary policy.
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1 Introduction

What is the optimal exchange rate policy? Should exchange rates be optimally pegged, managed or al-
lowed to freely �oat? What de�nes a freely �oating exchange rate? Do open economies face a trilemma
constraint in choosing between in�ation and exchange rate stabilization, unlike divine coincidence in
a closed economy? These are generally di�cult questions, as the exchange rate is neither a policy in-
strument, nor a direct objective of the policy, but rather an endogenous general equilibrium variable
tied by equilibrium relationships in both goods and �nancial markets. At the same time, equilibrium
exchange rate behavior features a variety of puzzles from the point of view of conventional business
cycle models typically used for policy analysis in open economy.

We address these questions by developing a general policy analysis framework with nominal rigidi-
ties and �nancial frictions that are both central for equilibrium exchange rate determination and result
in an empirically realistic model of exchange rates. The model builds on Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021a,b)
and is consistent with the exchange rate disconnect properties across �oating and �xed regimes al-
lowing for explicit policy analysis using both monetary policy and exchange rate interventions in the
�nancial market. The model features Balassa-Samuelson mechanism determining the value of the fric-
tionless real exchange rate (departures from purchasing power parity, PPP) and segmented �nancial
markets resulting in endogenous equilibrium UIP deviations. The presence of both endogenous PPP
and UIP deviations is essential for the optimal exchange rate policy analysis, as exchange rate variation
is at the core of both deviations. We show that this framework is easily amenable to normative analysis
and characterize the optimal exchange rate policies following Itskhoki and Mukhin (2022).

In Section 2, we setup a simple small open economy model with a tradable and a non-tradable
sector. While highly stylized, this model allows us to illustrate the key mechanisms and derive the
main policy insights that generalize in richer quantitative frameworks. In particular, in Section 3, we
show how this simple model captures the essential empirical properties of exchange rates, including the
Meese-Rogo� disconnect and the Backus-Smith puzzles, in addition to PPP and UIP puzzles mentioned
above. While macroeconomic aggregates are driven primarily by fundamental macroeconomic shocks
such as productivity and monetary shocks, exchange rates are primarily driven by shocks emerging in
international �nancial markets, for examples shifts in demand for di�erent currencies that have little
direct macroeconomic impact. This explains both vastly larger volatility of exchange rates relative to
other macro variables — both nominal like in�ation and real like consumption and GDP growth — as
well as weak patterns of correlation between these variables and exchange rates.

More importantly, our simple model also reproduces Mussa facts on macroeconomic comovement
with exchange rates associated with a switch between �oating and �xed exchange rate regimes. As
Mussa (1986) famously observed, the real exchange rate has changed dramatically its equilibrium be-
havior, along with the nominal exchange rate, immediately after the end of the Bretton Woods system
of �xed exchange rates. This constitutes prime evidence in favor of non-neutrality of monetary policy
regimes. At the same time, as �rst emphasized by Baxter and Stockman (1989), other macroeconomic
aggregates, whether nominal or real, did not exhibit any comparable change in their statistical prop-
erties after the end of Bretton Woods. We argue that this set of Mussa facts requires that monetary
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non-neutrality emerges from the �nancial market, where international risk sharing wedges endoge-
nously respond to equilibrium exchange rate volatility. Indeed, a credible nominal exchange rate peg
eliminates one of the main sources of risk in international �nancial transactions. As a result, �nancial
arbitrageurs become more willing to intermediate international capital �ows, resulting in smaller equi-
librium UIP deviations. This, in turn, eliminates the primary source of exchange rate volatility under
the �oat, allowing the government to achieve a credible peg without a major shift in equilibrium mon-
etary policy. This explains why macroeconomic aggregates do not exhibit a dramatic change in their
equilibrium behavior.

We describe the model of a segmented �nancial market with limits to arbitrage that is consistent
with this Mussa mechanism. Endogeneity of international risk sharing wedges and UIP deviations to
the exchange rate regime is the key feature of the model to both explain the Mussa evidence and to
provide new insights into the optimal exchange rate policy using a mix of monetary tools and foreign
exchange (FX) interventions, which is the focus of Section 4.

At the core of our analysis is that the dual role played by the nominal exchange rate. First, it allows
for adjustment of the real exchange rate when prices (or wages) are sticky. In the absence of such
nominal exchange rate movements, the economy features an output gap resulting in welfare losses.
Monetary policy can eliminate the output gap, but this generally requires a volatile nominal exchange
rate. Second, the volatility of the nominal exchange rate limits the extent of international risk sharing
in the �nancial market, as international �nancial transactions are intermediated by risk-averse market
makers who need to hold the nominal exchange rate risk. This also leads to welfare losses. Financial
market interventions can redistribute the risk away from arbitrageurs, stabilizing resulting equilibrium
UIP deviations and improving the extent of international risk sharing.

First, we prove a divine coincidence result in an open economy: if the frictionless real exchange rate
is stable, then a �xed nominal exchange rate achieves both goals of output gap and UIP stabilization,
and thus is the optimal policy choice. Furthermore, direct nominal exchange rate targeting is favored
over in�ation stabilization, even though both policies have consistent goals. While the former policy
ensures stable in�ation as a result of exchange rate targeting, the latter policy may result in multiple
equilibria in the international �nancial market, with and without nominal exchange rate volatility.

Second, we show that access to unconstrained monetary policy and FX interventions generally
allows to implement the optimal allocation, independently of whether the frictionless real exchange
rate is stable or not. The resulting equilibrium generally features volatile nominal exchange rate and
in�ation targeting, with �nancial interventions eliminating the intermediation friction and stabilizing
UIP deviations. We also show that economies with segmented �nancial markets do not feature a con-
ventional trilemma constraint, as market segmentation o�ers �nancial regulator an additional tool to
stabilize the international �nancial market, even when monetary policy has an exclusive inward focus
on domestic in�ation and output gap stabilization.1

Third, we explore various circumstances where either monetary policy is constrained (e.g., due to
the zero lower bound) or �nancial interventions are constrained (e.g., due to non-negativity require-

1In other words, open market operations and sterilized interventions have a bite under �nancial market segmentation
which is a source of depart from Wallace (1981)’s Modigliani-Miller (Ricardian) equivalence in an open economy.
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ment on central bank foreign reserves or value-at-risk constraints on the central bank’s balance sheet).
In this case, there are two independent policy goals — the output gap and the risk sharing wedge —
and only one unconstrained policy tool, thus making it generally impossible to replicate the optimal
allocation. Fixing the exchange rate using monetary policy is generally feasible, but is also generally
suboptimal. Similarly, targeting the output gap alone is also suboptimal, and monetary policy trades-
o� output gap and exchange rate stabilization (partial peg) in the absence of FX interventions. Using
�nancial interventions to stabilize output gap is generally infeasible.

Lastly, we explore the ability of the government to extract rents in the international �nancial market
by means of FX interventions. The government can generate expected rents for the country only in the
presence of foreign noise traders by leaning against the wind of their liquidity currency demand. Arbi-
trageurs compete with the government for these rents, and greater equilibrium exchange rate volatility
allows the government to capture a greater share of these rents by discouraging arbitrageurs from ac-
tive intermediation. In general, the policymaker favors small departures from frictionless risk sharing
and expected UIP deviations which result in expected incomes of the central bank against the losses of
foreign noise traders. Capital controls are generally an imperfect substitute for FX interventions, but
could be used in combination to increase international rents of the country.

Related literature We build on a vast literature studying the role of exchange rates in both goods
and �nancial markets, as well as the optimal macroeconomic and �nancial policies in an open economy.
Meese and Rogo� (1983), Mussa (1986), Backus and Smith (1993), Obstfeld and Rogo� (2001), Chari, Ke-
hoe, and McGrattan (2002), Engel and West (2005) are some of the most prominent papers studying
exchange rate puzzles. The list of exchange rate models with frictional �nancial intermediation in-
cludes Kouri (1983), Jeanne and Rose (2002), Alvarez, Atkeson, and Kehoe (2009), Gabaix and Maggiori
(2015), Gourinchas, Ray, and Vayanos (2019), Greenwood, Hanson, Stein, and Sunderam (2020), Jiang,
Krishnamurthy, and Lustig (2021), Bianchi, Bigio, and Engel (2021).

The normative implications of the expenditure switching channel of monetary policy is the focus
of Friedman (1953), Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2000), Corsetti and Pesenti (2001a), Devereux and Engel
(2003), Benigno and Benigno (2003), Gali and Monacelli (2005), Goldberg and Tille (2009), Corsetti,
Dedola, and Leduc (2010), Engel (2011), Farhi, Gopinath, and Itskhoki (2014), Egorov and Mukhin (2020),
while the �nancial channel of monetary policy is studied in Farhi and Werning (2012), Rey (2013),
Fanelli (2017), Basu, Boz, Gopinath, Roch, and Unsal (2020), Kekre and Lenel (2021), Fornaro (2021). Our
analysis is also related to the recent studies of the costs and bene�ts of exchange rate interventions by
Jeanne (2012), Amador, Bianchi, Bocola, and Perri (2019), Cavallino (2019), Fanelli and Straub (2021)
and the optimal capital controls by Jeanne and Korinek (2010), Bianchi (2011), Costinot, Lorenzoni, and
Werning (2014), Farhi and Werning (2016, 2017), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2016).

2 A Simple Model of Equilibrium Exchange Rates

We consider a simple small open economy model with a tradable and a non-tradable sector. This stylized
model allows us to illustrate the key mechanisms and derive the main policy insights that generalize
in richer and more realistic frameworks analyzed in Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021a,b, 2022).
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Households We assume a separable log-linear utility of the households, which allows for a sharp an-
alytical characterization of equilibrium exchange rates and optimal policies with stark policy motives:2

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[

logCt − (1− γ)Lt
]

with Ct =

(
CNt

1− γ

)1−γ (CTt
γ

)γ
, (1)

whereCt is the �nal consumption good, which has a 1−γ cost share of non-tradable inputs and a γ share
of tradable inputs. Without loss of generality, we assume that the household sector assembles the �nal
good from the two inputs minimizing expenditure PtCt = PNtCNt +PTtCTt, where PNt and PTt are
the respective prices. This results in optimal demand PNtCNt = (1 − γ)PtCt and PTtCTt = γPtCt,
where the price level Pt = P 1−γ

Nt P
γ
T t.

The households can borrow or lend using one-period risk-free home-currency and foreign-currency
bonds (paying out one unit of respective currency next period):

PNtCNt + PTtCTt +
Bt
Rt

+ e−ψ̂t
EtB∗t
R∗t

= Bt−1 + EtB∗t−1 +WtLt + Πt + Tt, (2)

where Rt and R∗t are the gross nominal interest rates in the two currencies respectively and ψ̂t is the
friction associated with holding foreign-currency bond which we microfound in Section 4. The optimal
bond holdings satisfy the Euler equations, which we write in the following way:

βRtEt
{

CNt
CNt+1

PNt
PNt+1

}
= 1, (3)

e−ψ̂tβR∗tEt
{

CTt
CTt+1

PTt
PTt+1

Et+1

Et

}
= 1, (4)

where the nominal exchange rate Et is the price of foreign currency in units of home currency (an
increase in Et is home currency depreciation).

The household earns labor income WtLt, receives pro�ts from home �rms Πt and transfers from
the government Tt. Given the log-linear utility, we write the optimal labor supply condition as:

PNtCNt = Wt. (5)

Firms and production Competitive �rms produce the non-tradable good using labor, YNt = ANtLt,
and are endowed with homogenous non-tradable output YTt = ATt, where productivity (ANt, ATt)

follow exogenous and possibly correlated geometric random walk processes. Combined pro�ts of all
�rms are given by Πt = PTtYTt + PNtYNt −WtLt.

The law of one price holds for tradables, PTt = EtP ∗Tt, whereP ∗Tt is the exogenous foreign-currency
world price of tradabes. Finally, the prices of non-tradables are fully sticky in home currency, PNt ≡ 1.
The �rms hire necessary amount of labor Lt at �exible wage rate Wt to accommodate non-tradable

2This assumption combined with homogenous tradables in a small open economy eliminates all markup and terms of
trade motives from policies that typically complicate the optimal policy analysis (see Corsetti and Pesenti 2001b, Benigno and
Benigno 2003, Egorov and Mukhin 2021).
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demand CNt = YNt given PNt = 1. We think of this as the limiting case of a Calvo economy where
probability of price non-adjustment ν → 1, and the conventional New-Keynesian Phillips curve for
non-tradable price in�ation, πNt = βEtπNt+λ log(Wt/ANt) is degenerate with λ ≡ (1−ν)(1−βν)

ν → 0

and πNt = ∆ logPNt = 0 independently of the level of nominal marginal cost Wt/ANt.
This combination of stark assumptions — on the functional form of the utility, the endowment of

homogenous tradables with the law of one price, and the permanent stickiness of non-tradable prices
— yields simple closed form solutions, yet does not comprise the main qualitative properties of more
general models, as we con�rm in the other papers.

Government The government sets domestic interest rateRt by trading home currency bondBt with
the households, and it returns the revenues from �nancial intermediation in the foreign currency bond
back to the households, Tt = (e−ψ̂t−1)

EtB∗t
R∗t

. Combining (5) with (3), we have βRtEt{Wt/Wt+1} = 1,
and thus the choice of Rt is equivalent to the choice of wage in�ation, or the path of wages {Wt}.3

The �rst best allocation in the non-tradable sector requiresWt/PNt = ANt, and thus given sticky price
PNt ≡ 1, the �rst-best nominal wage must track non-tradable productivity, W̃t = ANt. The realized
wage can thus be written as Wt = ANtXt, where Xt is the output gap induced by monetary policy
(Xt = 1 corresponds to no output gap). We think of Xt as the monetary shock in the economy.

Substituting Tt and Πt into the household budget constraint (2), and using the non-tradable market
clearing CNt = YNt, the fact that home-currency bond is in zero net supply domestically, and the law
of one price for tradables, we can write the home country budget constraint in foreign currency terms
as follows:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = P ∗Tt(YTt − CTt), (6)

where the right-hand side is home net exports in foreign-currency terms. {R∗t , P ∗Tt} correspond to
foreign shocks in the �nancial and goods markets. For concreteness, we shut them down, and study
the case with P ∗Tt ≡ 1 and βR∗t ≡ 1, focusing on the productivity shocks (ANt, ATt) and monetary
shocks Xt, as well as the risk-sharing wedge ψ̂t.

Equilibrium The equilibrium in the non-tradable sector is characterized by the labor supply condi-
tion (5) given sticky prices PNt = 1 and the market clearing CNt = YNt = ANtLt. We thus have:

YNt = CNt =
Wt

PNt
= ANtXt and Lt = Xt. (7)

The equilibrium in the tradable sector is an interplay of three equilibrium conditions — the expen-
diture switching between tradables and non-tradables, the country budget constraint, and the foreign-
currency Euler equation. The expenditure switching condition is the result of optimal expenditure on
tradables and non-tradables, and we rewrite it as:

γ

1− γ
CNt
CTt

=
Et
PNt

, (8)

3Note from (5) thatWt corresponds to nominal non-tradable expenditurePNtCNt which is controlled by monetary policy.
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where we use the fact that PTt = Et given the law of one price with the international price of trad-
ables P ∗Tt = 1. Thus, shifts in nominal exchange rate, given sticky non-tradables prices PNt, relocate
expenditure between tradable and non-tradable inputs of �nal consumption.

Finally, we rewrite the country budget constraint (6) and the Euler equation (4) as:

βB∗t −B∗t−1 = YTt − CTt,

Et
CTt
CTt+1

= eψ̂t ,

where we used the facts that βR∗t = 1 and P ∗Tt = 1. This system characterizes the solution for {CTt},
which we partition by analogy with non-tradable consumption as

CTt = ATtZt, (9)

where C̃Tt = ATt is approximately optimal path of tradable inputs in the absence of �nancial wedges
ψ̂t = 0 (assuming B∗−1 = 0), while Zt re�ects the additional volatility in tradables due to wedges in
the international �nancial market.

With this, we can write the equilibrium exchange rate as (see interpretation below following (16)):

Et
PNt

=
γ

1− γ
ANt
ATt

Xt

Zt
, (10)

and the approximate expression for Zt given by:

∆ logZt = − β

1− βρ

(
ψ̂t −

1

β
ψ̂t−1

)
, (11)

assuming that ψ̂t follows an AR(1) with persistence ρ ∈ [0, 1].4 Equations (7)–(11) fully characterizes
equilibrium in this economy where {ANt, ATt, Xt, ψ̂t} are exogenous shocks.

Macroeconomic aggregates We can now characterize macroeconomic aggregates in this economy
— in�ation (consumer price level), aggregate consumption, real GDP, employment, aggregate wage rate,
and the real exchange rate. We express these macroeconomic aggregates as a function of exogenous
shocks {ANt, ATt, Xt} and the nominal exchange rate Et, which we characterized above.

In particular, consumer price level is given by Pt = P 1−γ
Nt E

γ
t , where the two terms re�ect the

non-tradable and tradable price in�ation. Using the expenditure allocation condition and non-tradable
4This solution relies on the fact that YTt = ATt follows a random walk and log-linearly approximates the equilibrium

system around B∗t = 0, which yields two dynamic equations (with b∗t ≡ B∗t /YT0):

βb∗t − b∗t−1 = d log YTt − d logCTt = −d logZt,

ψ̂t = Et∆ logCTt+1 = Et∆ logZt+1,

where we use the facts that log YTt = logATt is a random walk (i.e., Et∆ logATt+1 = 0) and logZt = logCTt− logATt.
Solving this dynamic system with ψ̂t ∼ AR(1) yileds logZt = (1− β)b∗t−1 − β

1−βρ ψ̂t, which then results in (11).
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market clearing, we express aggregate consumption and real GDP as follows:

Ct =
PNtCNt

(1− γ)Pt
=

(
PNt
Et

)γ ANtXt

1− γ
,

Yt =
PNtYNt + PTtYTt

Pt
=

(
PNt
Et

)γ
ANtXt +

(
Et
PNt

)1−γ
ATt.

This allocation is supported with aggregate employment level Lt = Xt given aggregate wage rate
Wt/PNt = ANtXt. Finally, the real exchange rate in this economy is given by:

Qt =
P ∗t Et
Pt

=

(
Et
PNt

)1−γ
,

where we assume P ∗t = P ∗Tt = 1. We kept PNt in the expressions above to illustrate how the results
would generalize to a model where sticky pricesPNt are allowed to adjust in response to output gapXt.

We can now rewrite this macro quantities in log changes (growth rates) which by convention we
denote with corresponding small letters (with the exception of in�ation denoted with πt):5

πt = (1− γ)πNt + γet, (12)

ct = aNt + xt − γ(et − πNt), (13)

yt = (1− γ)(aNt + xt) + γaTt, (14)

qt = (1− γ)(et − πNt), (15)

where πNt = 0 under fully sticky prices and more generally satis�es the dynamic Phillips curve
πNt = βEtπNt+1 + λ logXt given the path of output gap Xt chosen by monetary policy. We assume
the economy is subject to random-walk productivity and monetary shocks such that (aTt, aNt, xt) are
iid as growth rate shocks. Finally, the nominal exchange rate in (10) follows:

et = (aNt − aTt) + (πNt + xt)− zt, where zt = − β

1− βρ

(
ψ̂t −

1

β
ψ̂t−1

)
. (16)

Since ψ̂t ∼ AR(1), zt ∼ ARMA(1, 1) with autoregressive root ρ and moving average root 1/β. When
β, ρ ≈ 1, this growth rate process is arbitrary close to white noise, so that the exchange rate is close to
a random walk (recall that et ≡ ∆ log Et), consistent with its empirical properties.

Before using these results to analyze a range of exchange rate puzzles, we o�er a brief commentary.
First, the nominal exchange rate in (16) has three components: (1) Balassa-Samuelson term q̃t ≡ aNt − aTt
re�ecting equilibrium pressures on the relative non-tradable prices (see Obstfeld and Rogo� 1996, Ch. 4);
(2) nominal in�ationary pressure πNt + xt, which emerges from the output gap xt under sticky prices,
and then from price in�ation πNt if they adjust; (3) �nancial shocks captured by zt (i.e., relative demand
shocks for foreign currency ψ̂t causing home currency depreciation). The relative non-tradable prices
evolve with et − πNt, which shapes the equilibrium dynamics of the real exchange rate qt in (15).

5For real GDP, we approximate around balanced trade, so that PNtYNt and PTtYTt correspond to fraction 1 − γ and γ
of nominal GDP respectively (like consumption expenditure shares). Given this, the e�ects of the exchange rate on real GDP
(via in�ation and relative price of tradables) cancel out.
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What concerns macro aggregates (12)–(14), domestic consumer price in�ation πt re�ects non-
tradable and tradable in�ation πNt and et with weights (1 − γ) and γ respectively. Aggregate con-
sumptions evolves with productivity aNt and output gap xt, as well as responds to the expenditure
switching force due to the relative non-tradables price with elasticity γ. In contrast, real GDP re�ects
relative productivities in the two sectors with weights (1−γ) and γ respectively, as well as responds to
the output gap, which shapes aggregate employment in the economy. These are conventional macroe-
conomic forces typical in standard business cycle models, and the only unconventional feature of the
model is the presence of �nancial shocks zt that a�ect the equilibrium exchange rate.

3 Exchange Rate Puzzles

3.1 Puzzles under �oating exchange rate

Backus-Smith At the core of understanding the exchange rate under �oating regime is the Backus-
Smith puzzle (Backus and Smith 1993, Kollmann 1995). While under complete asset markets and sep-
arable utility with risk aversion σ, the real exchange rate must satisfy qt = σ(ct − c∗t ), in the data
real exchange depreciations (increases in qt) are associated with reductions in relative home consump-
tion (ct− c∗t ), albeit with a weak correlation (see Figure 2a below). The equilibrium conditions (13) and
(15) provide an insight into this puzzle, as we can calculate:

cov(ct, qt)

var(qt)
= − γ

1− γ
+

1

1− γ
cov(aNt + xt, et − πNt)

var(et − πNt)
,

where et − πNt is given by (16) and we assume c∗t = 0 in line with our small open economy approach.
The �rst term re�ects expenditure switching — a decline in consumption driven by a real depre-

ciation (an increase in the relative price of foreign tradables) — and its e�ect is proportional to the
openness of the economy to foreign tradables γ.6 The second term re�ects the comovement of the
domestic component of consumption with the real exchange rate, and equals the combined variance
contribution of productivity shocks aNt and monetary shocks xt (output gap) to the variance of the real
exchange rate qt = (1− γ)(et − πNt). This e�ect does not depend on the openness of the economy γ.

The decomposition above makes it clear what features of the model result in the Backus-Smith
puzzle. Note that it is not about completeness of asset markets, as we assumed incomplete markets
from the get go. In fact, if monetary shocks xt and/or productivity shocks aNt are the key drivers of
the real exchange rate, then cov(aNt+xt,et−πNt)

var(et−πNt) ≈ 1 and thus cov(ct,qt)
var(qt)

≈ 1 irrespectively of asset market
incompleteness and the openness of the economy γ. As a result, the persistence of the Backus-Smith
puzzle is due to the fact that international RBC and New-Keynesian models alike robustly reproduce it
independently of the many features of such models as long as productivity and monetary shocks are
the key driving forces in the economy.

6We write foreign tradables here, even though in the model home and foreign tradables are homogenous, as in a more
general model with imperfectly substitutable home and foreign tradable goods, it would be the relative price of foreign
tradables (in the home market) and their share in total consumption expenditure that matter for expenditure switching (see
Itskhoki and Mukhin 2021a, Itskhoki 2021).
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What is the explanation for the Backus-Smith puzzle? It requires that �nancial exchange rate
shocks zt are the key driver of the nominal exchange rate in (16).7 If this is the case, and zt is largely
orthogonal with monetary and productivity shocks, then cov(aNt+xt,et−πNt)

var(et−πNt) ≈ 0 and thus cov(ct,qt)
var(qt)

≈
− γ

1−γ , consistent with the weak negative correlation in the data. Quantitatively, we show in Itskhoki
and Mukhin (2021a) that �nancial shocks should account for around 80-90% of the nominal exchange
rate volatility for the model to be quantitatively consistent with the Backus-Smith correlation in the
data, given that most countries exhibit signi�cant home bias and have a large non-tradable share.

PPPpuzzle The PPP puzzle emphasizes the fact that the real exchange rate closely tracks the nominal
exchange rate at most frequencies, inheriting both its volatility and persistence (see Rogo� 1996, and
Appendix Figure A1a,b). From the de�nition of the real exchange rate, this implies that in�ation πt
is small and largely uncorrelated with exchange rate changes et. From (12) and (15), we see that the
model is consistent with PPP puzzle if monetary in�ation shocks πNt are small in the variation of the
nominal exchange rate (16), and home bias is large (tradable share γ is small). In fact, the real and
nominal exchange rates follow an equally persistent near-random walk process if �nancial shocks zt
are the main source of their volatility.

The simple model presented here is special as it assumes that the law of one price holds for a
homogenous tradable good. In a more realistic model with home bias in imperfectly substitutable
tradable goods and law of one price violations due to sticky local-currency prices, the real exchange
rate qt perfectly traces the nominal exchange rate et even when γ � 0, as long as the volatility in the
exchange rates is not due to monetary shocks (see Itskhoki and Mukhin 2021a, Eichenbaum, Johannsen,
and Rebelo 2021, Blanco and Cravino 2020). The reason is that monetary policy can act to e�ectively
stabilize consumer price in�ation, while the nominal and real exchange rates are volatile and persistent
in response to �nancial shocks zt.8

Meese-Rogo� disconnect puzzle Another crucial property of the nominal (and real) exchange rate
is that it is largely uncorrelated with a whole range of macroeconomic fundamentals, both nominal and
real, and tends to be an order of magnitude more volatile than various macroeconomic aggregates (see
e.g. Meese and Rogo� 1983). Figure 1 below and Appendix Figure A1 illustrate the order of magnitude
di�erence in the volatility of exchange rates and macroeconomic fundamentals under the �oating ex-
change rate regime. Since we have already studied the exchange rate comovement with consumption
and in�ation above, we now focus on the real GDP given by (14):9

cov(yt, et)

var(et)
=

cov
(
(1− γ)(aNt + xt) + γaTt, et

)
var(et)

.

7In our simple model, it is also possible to explain the Backus-Smith puzzle if the key driver of the exchange rate is the
homogenous tradable endowment shock aTt. This shock, however, is at odds with other exchange rate puzzles, in particular
the exchange rate disconnect puzzle that we discuss next.

8Additionally, in the data, the wage-based real exchange rate tracks closely the nominal exchange rate. Given that wt =
πNt + aNt + xt and again assuming w∗t = 0, we have qwt = w∗t + et −wt = −(zt + aTt), which tracks et and qt provided
that zt is the main source of variation.

9Similarly, we could focus on aggregate employment (`t = xt) or nominal expenditure (e.g., PNtCNt = PNtANtXt).
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As long as productivity and monetary shocks (aNt, aTt, xt) account for a small share of variation in
the nominal exchange rate (16), which in turn is mostly driven by �nancial shocks zt, the correlation
between the nominal exchange rate and the real GDP is arbitrary close to zero, while their relative
volatility is arbitrary large, in line with disconnect properties.

Note that this does not mean that conventional macroeconomic shocks (aNt, aTt, xt) are absent. In
contrast, they are essential to ensure the conventional business cycle dynamics of consumption, output
and in�ation. However, their relative contribution to the large exchange rate volatility is limited, as
asset demand shocks ψ̂t result in a considerably more volatile source of exchange rate �uctuations zt,
in particular when β and ρ are closer to 1 in (16). This shocks feed back into macro dynamics via the
expenditure switching e�ect on consumption in (13), which is proportionally small with the openness
of the economy γ. More open economies exhibit both less volatile equilibrium exchange rates and less
exchange rate disconnect — consistent with the model with imperfectly substitutable home and foreign
tradable, as we show in Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021a).

UIP puzzle Lastly, we turn to the Forward Premium puzzle, which emphasizes systematic UIP vio-
lations, namely that returns on a currency carry trade Rt − R∗t

Et+1

Et co-move systematically with the
interest rate di�erential Rt − R∗t (see Fama 1984, and Figure 2b below). Combining together the two
household Euler equations (3)-(4) and log-linearizing results in:10

it − i∗t − Etet+1 = ψ̂t, (17)

where it− i∗t = logRt− logR∗t and et+1 = ∆ log Et+1. The foreign currency demand shock ψ̂t results
in UIP deviations, which can be either long-run mean zero or non-zero (as is the case for developed
versus developing countries; see e.g. Hassan and Mano 2018, Kalemli-Özcan and Varela 2021). The
Fama regression, however, emphasizes that it − i∗t − Etet+1 systematically increases with it − i∗t , or
in other words et+1 tends to be negative (appreciate) when it − i∗t increases, albeit with a vanishingly
small predictive power (i.e., R2 ≈ 0.01).

Our simple models predicts that the coe�cient in the Fama regression of et+1 on it− i∗t is indeter-
minant and the R2 = 0, independently of the presence or absence of ψ̂t. This is because i∗t = 0 and
it = Et{ct+1 +πt+1} = Et{aNt+1 +πNt+1 +xt+1} = 0 under random walk shocks. This emphasizes
the weak identifying power of the Fama regression. If we run a real version of the Fama regression of
qt+1 on rt − r∗t , where rt = it − Etπt+1, we identify a negative coe�cient as we regress (1 − γ)et+1

on−γEtet+1, provided that zt shocks account for some variation in et. TheR2 of this regression would
still be close to zero — capturing the robust empirical property of the Fama regression.

10The non-linear condition is Et
{

Wt
Wt+1

[
Rte

ψ̂t −R∗t
Et+1

Et

]}
= 0, where we use the fact that optimal expenditure

PTtCTt ∝ PNtCNt = Wt. The higher order term, thus, depends on covt(W
−1
t+1, Et+1), which is close to zero both in

the data and in the model that satis�es the disconnect property, as discussed above.
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3.2 Mussa and other puzzles

The Mussa (1986) puzzle concerns the switch from a pegged to a �oating nominal exchange rate regime,
which empirically is associated with a dramatic increase in the volatility of both nominal and real ex-
change rates, yet little change in the properties of other macroeconomic variables. We illustrate this in
Figure 1 and Appendix Figure A1, which show a dramatic increase in the volatility of both nominal and
real exchange rates immediately after the end of Bretton Woods, while the behavior of consumption,
real GDP and in�ation did not experience any discernible discontinuity around this breakpoint.

The simple model above allows us to investigate what features are necessary for a model to match
these empirical patterns. The expression for the equilibrium nominal exchange rate in (16) shows
how a change in monetary policy xt can accommodate a �xed nominal exchange rate. Indeed, setting
xt = zt − πNt − (aNt − aTt) ensures et = 0, while we think of a �oating exchange rate regime as
output gap stabilization with xt = 0 and et = (aNt− aTt) +πNt− zt. Such switch in monetary policy
has dramatic consequences for macroeconomic quantities.

On the one hand, under fully sticky prices with πNt = 0, we have qt = (1 − γ)et, and indeed a
change in the volatility of the nominal exchange rate induces a proportional change in the volatility
of the real exchange rare qt, in line with the empirical patterns. Note that this property of the model
is independent of the nature of the shocks driving the exchange rate, and is the consequence of stable
in�ation under both regimes, which empirically indeed remained stable even after a switch to volatile
�oating exchange rates.

On the other hand, in contrast with the data, such change in monetary policy has equally large
consequences for macroeconomic aggregates. We focus, for example, on real GDP and the results for
aggregate consumption are similar:

yt =

{
(1− γ)aNt + γaTt, under �oat
aTt + zt, under peg,

That is, under the �oat, the real GDP re�ects average productivity of the economy given stabilized
output gap, while the �nancial shock zt — the key drivers of the exchange rate (see above) — does
not e�ect GDP, as it is absorbed by the exchange rate.11 In contrast, under the peg, both real GDP
and aggregate consumption re�ect one-to-one �nancial shocks zt, irrespectively of the openness of
the economy. This is because monetary policy needs to absorb exchange rate shocks and thus pass on
�nancial shocks into �uctuations of the output gap xt, which a�ects employment, consumption and
output independently of the openness of the economy. This is at a sharp contrast with the empirical
Mussa patterns shown in Figure 1.

Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021b) show that in a large class of conventional business cycle models there
exists a robust su�cient statistic σ(ct − c∗t ) − qt, where σ is risk aversion, that does not change its

11The exact orthogonality of the real GDP with et (and thus with zt) is a knife-edge implication of the Cobb-Douglas utility
and other special assumption of our model; more generally, the real GDP is exposed to the exchange rate �uctuations, like
aggregate consumption, with an elasticity proportional to the openness of the economy γ. Imperfectly substitutable tradable
goods and local currency price stickiness of exports further mute this transmission along with low γ (see Itskhoki and Mukhin
2021a,b).
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Figure 1: Real exchange rate and aggregate consumption during and after Bretton Woods
Note: Monthly real exchange rate changes qt (G7 countries plus Spain, without Canada against the US) and quarterly aggre-
gate consumption growth rates ct (average for G7 countries); both series annualized in log points (that is, 0.15 corresponds
to 15 log points, approximately 15%). The break up of Bretton Woods is dated 1973:01. See also Appendix Figure A1.

statistical properties with a switch in the monetary regime, even if consumption and the real exchange
rate change their behavior. Indeed, this is the case in the model presented here with σ = 1:

(ct − c∗t )− qt = aNt + xt − γ(et − πNt)− (1− γ)(et − πNt) = aTt + zt,

where we used (13), (15) and (16). So long as the endowment shock aTt and the �nancial shock zt do
not change their properties across monetary regimes, changes in monetary policy xt and the associated
changes in the behavior of exchange rates do not a�ect this su�cient statistic. In the data, however,
(ct − c∗t ) − qt dramatically changes its behavior along with qt following a switch between a peg and
a �oat.

Resolution The result above suggest a feature of the model that can lead to a resolution of the Mussa
puzzle. Indeed, it requires that some shocks change their properties with a change in a monetary regime.
In particular, in Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021b) we show that it has to be that the volatility of �nancial
shocks is endogenous to the exchange rate regime, and speci�cally it is increasing in the equilibrium
exchange rate volatility (see also Kollmann 2005):

ψ̂t = χ(σ2
e) · ψt, where χ(0) = 0, χ′(·) > 0 and σ2

e = vart(et+1). (18)

In the following section, we describe a microfoundation for such an endogenous change in ψ̂t which is
essential for the optimal policy analysis.
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Under (18), an exchange rate peg with σ2
e = 0 results in ψ̂t = 0 and consequently zt = 0, elimi-

nating �nancial shocks as a driver of both nominal and real exchange rates. Recall that exchange rate
disconnect under the �oat requires that �nancial shocks zt are the key drivers of the �oating exchange
rates, explaining the dramatic shift in their volatility with the exchange rate regime, as observed in
Figure 1 and Appendix Figure A1.

As the exchange rate changes from et = (aNt−aTt)−zt to et = 0, the output gap needs to change
only from xt = 0 to xt = aNt−aTt to accommodate a switch to a peg. To the extent zt accounts for the
bulk of the exchange rate variation under the �oat and aNt − aTt are (relatively) stable, this requires
only a minor change in monetary policy. Consequently, the real GDP and aggregate consumption also
change only mildly, e.g. from yt = (1− γ)aNt + γaTt under the �oat to yt = aTt under the peg. This
explains why we do not observe a major breakpoint in the behavior of these macroeconomic aggregates.

Home bias in consumption and non-tradables (low γ) shield macroeconomic aggregates from ex-
change rate volatility under the �oat, as we discussed above. More importantly, however, endogenous
�nancial volatility in (18) shields monetary policy and consequently macroeconomic aggregates from
�nancial volatility under the peg. Without this, monetary policy would need to absorb volatile �nancial
shocks to stabilize the exchange rate, and consequently pass on this volatility into in�ation, consump-
tion and output, irrespectively of the openness of the economy.

Other puzzles Consider three exchange rate puzzles that change their properties with the exchange
rate regime. First, consider Balassa-Samuelson that suggests that the real exchange rate should evolve
with relative non-tradable productivity aNt − aTt. Indeed, we have:

qt = (1− γ)[(aNt − aTt) + xt − zt].

Thus to the extent zt dominates the volatility of exchange rates under the �oat, it is di�cult to isolate
the Balassa-Samuelson forces from the time series properties of the real exchange rate. In contrast,
if zt disappears under the peg without a change in monetary policy xt = 0, then qt is shaped entirely
by the Balassa-Samuelson forces under the peg, for which there is indeed empirical evidence since the
introduction of euro (see Berka, Devereux, and Engel 2012, 2018).

Second, UIP holds considerably better under the peg than under the �oat, in line with (17), provided
that ψ̂t has an endogenously reduced volatility under the peg. Furthermore, the negative sign of the
Fama regression coe�cient persistent under the �oat, either turns zero or becomes positive under the
peg, closer to the theoretical benchmark (see Figure 2b). Similarly, the Backus-Smith correlation turns
from negative to positive under the peg, which is again in line with the Mussa mechanism. We rewrite
the Backus-Smith covariation in the model as follows:

cov(ct, qt)

var(qt)
= − γ

1− γ
+

1

1− γ
var(aNt − aTt) + cov(aTt, aNt − aTt)

var(aNt − aTt) + var(zt)
,

where we assumed for simplicity that xt = 0 under both the �oat and the peg and that the �nancial
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Figure 2: Backus-Smith correlation and Fama coe�cient before and after the end of Bretton Woods
Source: Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021b). Note: The left panel displays the Backus-Smith correlation, corr(∆ct −∆ct+1,∆qt),
using annual data for 1960–71 for Peg and 1973–1989 for Float. The right panel displays Fama regression coe�cient βF ,
obtained from an OLS regression of et+1 on (it − i∗t ), using monthly data for 1960:01–1971:07 for Peg and 1973:01–1989:12
for Float. G7 countries (plus Spain, without Canada) against the United States.

shock zt is orthogonal with productivity (aNt, aTt).12 If zt is the dominant shock under the �oat, then
the Backus-Smith covariation is mildly negative, as in the data. If the variance of zt declines towards
zero under the peg, the Backus-Smith covariance increases and turns positive, provided aTt and aNt
are not strongly negatively correlated. This is again consistent with the data, as we show in Figure 2a
(see also Devereux and Hnatkovska 2020, Colacito and Croce 2013).

4 Exchange Rate Policies

Two key features are essential for the model to be consistent with the combined empirical properties of
exchange rates. First, �nancial shocks ψ̂t must account for the bulk of exchange rate volatility under a
�oating regime. A range of models of the international �nancial market can give rise to such shocks.13

Second, the evidence on the switch of the �oating regime to an exchange rate peg further requires
that the volatility of these �nancial shocks endogenously decreases with a reduction in equilibrium

12In our simple model, a monetary policyxt that fully stabilizes nominal exchange rate also fully stabilizes the real exchange
rate, and thus the Backus-Smith moment we focus on is zero or indeterminant under the peg. More generally, the real exchange
rate re�ects relative in�ation under the peg, which is non-zero (see Appendix Figure A1), and the Backus-Smith correlation
is well-de�ned in the data, consistent with the description we o�er in the text.

13Exogenous UIP shocks are commonly used in the international macro literature (see e.g. Devereux and Engel 2002, Koll-
mann 2005, Farhi and Werning 2012), and can be viewed to emerge from exogenous asset demand, as in the literature following
Kouri (1976, 1983). Models of UIP deviations include models with incomplete information, expectational errors and hetero-
geneous beliefs (Evans and Lyons 2002, Gourinchas and Tornell 2004, Bacchetta and van Wincoop 2006), �nancial frictions
(Gabaix and Maggiori 2015, Adrian, Etula, and Shin 2015, Camanho, Hau, and Rey 2018), liquidity premia (Jiang, Krishna-
murthy, and Lustig 2021, Bianchi, Bigio, and Engel 2021), habits, long-run risk and rare disasters (Verdelhan 2010, Colacito
and Croce 2013, Farhi and Gabaix 2016), and alternative formulations of segmented markets (Jeanne and Rose 2002, Alvarez,
Atkeson, and Kehoe 2009).
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exchange rate volatility, that is ψ̂t = χ(σ2
e)ψt, where χ(·) = 0 is an increasing function of exchange

rate volatility σ2
e = vart(et+1). We next describe a micro-founded model for this reduced form, which

then allows us to proceed with the analysis of the optimal exchange rate policies.

4.1 A model of the �nancial market

The general modeling environment is the same as in Section 2, with the only di�erence that household
do not have direct access to the foreign currency (dollar) bond, i.e. B∗t ≡ 0 and Euler equation (4)
no longer applies. The households can only save and borrow using the home currency bond Bt with
interest rateRt according to the optimality condition (3). In addition we, we introduce an explicit model
of the �nancial market which intermediates international capital �ows.

Apart from the households, three types of agents trade home and foreign currency bonds in the
international �nancial market. Namely, these are the government, noise traders and arbitrageurs. The
government holds a portfolio of (Ft, F

∗
t ) units of home- and foreign-currency bonds, respectively, with

the value of the portfolio (government net foreign assets) given by Ft/Rt + EtF ∗t /R∗t . Changes in Ft
and F ∗t correspond to open market operations of the government.

Noise traders hold a zero capital portfolio (Nt, N
∗
t ) of the two bonds, such thatNt/Rt + EtN∗t /R∗t = 0,

and N∗t /R∗t = ψt is the liquidity demand for foreign currency of the noise traders, that is ψt is a ran-
dom variable uncorrelated with macroeconomic fundamentals. A positive ψt means that noise traders
short home-currency bonds to buy foreign-currency bonds, and vice versa.

Finally, the arbitrageurs also hold a zero capital portfolio (Dt, D
∗
t ) such thatDt/Rt + EtD∗t /R∗t = 0,

with a return on one foreign currency unit holding of such portfolio given by R̃∗t+1 = R∗t − Rt EtEt+1

in dollars. In other words, the income from this carry trade is given by πD∗t+1 = D∗t − Dt/Et =

R̃∗t+1 ·
D∗t
R∗t

in foreign currency, where we used the zero-capital constraint linking Dt and D∗t . Arbi-
trageurs choose their portfolio (Dt, D

∗
t ) to maximize min-variance preferences over pro�ts, Vt(πD∗t+1) =

Et
{

Θt+1π
D∗
t+1

}
− ω

2 vart
(
πD∗t+1

)
,where Θt+1 = β CTt

CTt+1
is the stochastic discount factor of home house-

holds, and the second term in Vt(·) re�ects the additional risk penalty of the arbitrageurs with ω being
the risk aversion parameter. The optimal portfolio choice satis�es:

D∗t
R∗t

=
Et
{

Θt+1R̃
∗
t+1

}
ωσ2

t

,

where σ2
t ≡ vart(R̃

∗
t+1) = R2

t · vart(
Et
Et+1

) measures the carry-trade risk which is associated with the
nominal exchange rate volatility.

The market clearing in the �nancial market requires that the home-currency bond positions of all
four types of agents balance out:

Bt +Nt +Dt + Ft = 0.

The foreign-currency bond is in perfect elastic international supply at an exogenous interest rate R∗t .
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The government budget constraint from operations in the �nancial market is given by:

Ft
Rt

+
EtF ∗t
R∗t

= Ft−1 + EtF ∗t−1 + τEtπ∗t − Tt, π∗t = R̃∗t ·
N∗t−1 +D∗t−1

R∗t−1

,

where Tt is the lump-sum transfer to the home households and π∗t is the combined income from the
�nancial transactions of noise traders and arbitrageurs (in dollars). Note that parameter τ ∈ [0, 1] can
be viewed as either the home country’s ownership share of the �nancial sector or a tax on �nancial
transactions imposed by the home government.14

Equilibrium De�ne the net foreign asset (NFA) position of the home country,B∗t in foreign currency,
which has the home-currency value:

EtB∗t
R∗t

=
Bt + Ft
Rt

+
EtF ∗t
R∗t

,

that is the value of the combined position of the home households and the government. Using B∗t , we
prove in Appendix B the following lemma that characterize the open-economy equilibrium conditions.

Lemma 1 The NFA of the home country equals the combined foreign-currency bond position in the �nan-

cial market, B∗t = F ∗t +N∗t +D∗t , and the combined home country budget constraint in foreign currency

terms is given by:
B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t = (YTt − CTt)− (1− τ)R̃∗t

B∗t−1 − F ∗t−1

R∗t−1

. (19)

The international risk sharing condition is given by:

βR∗tEt
CTt
CT,t+1

= 1 + ωσ2
t

B∗t −N∗t − F ∗t
R∗t

, where σ2
t = R2

t · vart

( Et
Et+1

)
. (20)

The international risk sharing wedge is Ψ̂t ≡ ωσ2
t
B∗t−N∗t −F ∗t

R∗t
.

Conditions (19) and (20) are the segmented markets counterparts to the equilibrium conditions (6)
and (4) in the baseline model in Section 2. The last term in the budget constraint (19) re�ects the interna-
tional transfer of �nancial-sector income from the home country to the rest of the world. When τ = 1,
that is either all income is taxed away or the �nancial sector is owned by the domestic residents, there
is no international transfer and the budget constraint is simply B∗t /R∗t − B∗t = YTt − CTt, exactly as
before in (6).

The international risk sharing condition (20) specializes (4) to the case of a segmented market
equilibrium, which provides a particular structural interpretation Ψ̂t to the reduced-form risk shar-
ing wedge ψ̂t in (4). When Ψ̂t = 0, the international risk sharing condition reduces to the conventional
Euler equation for the foreign-currency bond, βR∗tEt

CTt
CT,t+1

= 1, a property of the constrained optimal

14Note that the arbitrageur’s problem omits τ without loss of generality, as a change in income share τ is isomorphic to a
re-parameterization of the risk aversion ω, and we take both ω and τ as �xed parameters in our analysis.
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risk sharing in this economy. Combining international risk sharing (20) with the home household Euler
equation (3), we obtain the modi�ed UIP condition that holds in this economy:

Et
{
βCTt
CT,t+1

[
R∗t −Rt

Et
Et+1

]}
= ωσ2

t

B∗t −N∗t − F ∗t
R∗t

= Ψ̂t. (21)

Note that Ψ̂t is the UIP wedge. When Ψ̂t = 0, whether due to ωσ2
t = 0 or to F ∗t = B∗t −N∗t , the UIP

holds from the perspective of the home households. Thus, in the limit of risk neutral arbitrageursω→0,
the international �nancial market converges to a frictionless two-bond market where UIP holds.

To summarize, condition (7) still characterizes the equilibrium allocation {CNt, Lt, YNt} in the
non-tradable sector given sticky prices PNt ≡ 1 and where we think of Wt as directly controlled by
monetary policy Rt.15 Given (7) and the expenditure switching condition (8), the dynamic equilibrium
system (19)–(20) characterizes the equilibrium path of {CTt, B∗t , Et} and the implied {σ2

t } in the trad-
able sector. The equilibrium path is shaped by the endowment process YTt = ATt, the initial condition
B∗−1, the path of policies {Rt, Ft, F ∗t } and exogenous shocks {ANt, ATt, R∗t , N∗t }, where recall that
N∗t = ψt is the noise trader liquidity shock for foreign versus home currency.16

4.2 Optimal Policy

We start with the analysis of optimal policies in the case with τ = 1, namely when all income in the
�nancial sector remains in the home country and there is no international transfer associated with
noise traders and/or arbitrageurs. The planner’s problem in this case delivers the constrained optimum
as there is no incentive to manipulate risk sharing or monetary policy to achieve a monetary transfer
from the rest of the world. We consider the case with τ < 1 in Section 4.2.4.

We use the equilibrium characterization to simplify the policy problem. In particular, we substitute
the solution for equilibrium allocation in the non-tradable sector (7), namely CNt = Wt and Lt =

Wt/ANt given fully sticky prices PNt = 1, directly into the household utility function (1). This results
in the following welfare objective:

W0 = maxE0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
γ logCTt + (1− γ)

(
logWt −

Wt

ANt

)]
. (22)

We treat the nominal wage Wt as the instrument of monetary policy, since any path of Wt can be
implemented with a suitable interest rate rule Rt, as we discussed above.

Given Wt and foreign exchange interventions F ∗t , tradable consumption must satisfy the country
budget constraint (19), the international risk sharing condition (20), and the expenditure switching

15Recall that the choice of domestic policy rateRt allows to chose the path of nominal wagesWt, as they are linked by the
household Euler equation (3), which in light of (5) can be written as βRtEt{Wt/Wt+1} = 1; as usual, one needs to ensure
the uniqueness of the implemented equilibrium path {Wt}.

16From {B∗t , F ∗t , N∗t } we can recover the equilibrium position of intermediaries D∗t = B∗t − F ∗t − N∗t (by market
clearing in Lemma 1), and the household home currency bond position is Bt/Rt = Et(B∗t − F ∗t )/R∗t − Ft/Rt. Note that
home currency position of the government Ft simply crowd out Bt one-for-one without changing the equilibrium path, a
form of Ricardian equivalence in this economy.
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condition (8), which we reproduce here as:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = YTt − CTt, (23)

βR∗tEt
CTt
CTt+1

= 1 + ωσ2
t

B∗t −N∗t − F ∗t
R∗t

with σ2
t = R2

t · vart

( Et
Et+1

)
, (24)

Et =
γ

1− γ
Wt

CTt
, (25)

where we used τ = 1 in (19) and CNt = Wt in (8).17 The unconventional nature of this policy problem
is that the equilibrium volatility of the nominal exchange rate σ2

t endogenously magni�es the interme-
diation friction in international risk sharing.

4.2.1 Full optimal policies

The planner chooses the path of monetary policy and foreign exchange interventions {Wt, F
∗
t }, and

the implied equilibrium allocation {CTt, B∗t , Et, σ2
t }, to maximize (22) subject to (23)-(25) and given the

path of shocks {ANt, ATt, R∗t , N∗t } with YTt = ATt.
We note that the policy instrument F ∗t enters only the international risk sharing constraint (24),

and thus it would be chosen to relax this constraint (that is, ensure a zero Lagrange multiplier). The
optimal choice of B∗t when (24) is not binding requires:

βR∗tEt
CTt
CTt+1

= 1, (26)

that is international risk sharing without a wedge (i.e., Ψ̂t = 0 in Lemma 1). Combining this undistorted
risk sharing condition with the budget constraint (23) determines the unique optimal path of {CTt, B∗t }.

By consequence, this requires setting F ∗t = B∗t −N∗t to ensure zero wedge Ψ̂t = 0 independently
of the equilibrium volatility of the nominal exchange rate σ2

t . This characterizes the optimal foreign
exchange interventions, which lean against the wind — in fact, fully eliminate the wind — by fully
accommodating the NFA demand of the households B∗t and the liquidity demand of the noise traders
N∗t . As a result, the arbitrageurs have no job left, and D∗t = 0, the equilibrium risk premium is elimi-
nated and international intermediation is frictionless. Since imperfect intermediation under segmented
markets is the only source of UIP deviations in this economy, the UIP holds under the optimal policy.

Next, consider the optimal monetary policy, namely the choice of {Wt}. Note that with the undis-
torted risk sharing, the nominal exchange rate Et no longer constrains the optimization over Wt, and
the expenditure switching condition (25) acts merely as a side equation. The choice ofWt then becomes
static:

W̃t = arg max
Wt

{logWt −Wt/ANt} = ANt. (27)

Setting Wt = At eliminate the output gap state-by-state, that is Xt = Wt/ANt = 1. The equilibrium
17Another side equation which de�nes Rt in (24) is the home currency Euler equation (3), which we write as

βRtEt{Wt/Wt+1} = 1.
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nominal exchange rate obtains from (25) and equals Et = γ
1−γ

ANt
CTt

.
We summarize this discussion in:

Proposition 1 The constrained optimum allocation denoted with {C̃Tt, W̃t, B̃
∗
t , F̃

∗
t , Ẽt}maximizes wel-

fare (22) subject to the budget constraint (23) alone, and it is implemented with monetary policy W̃t = At,

which closes the output gap state-by-state, and foreign exchange interventions F̃ ∗t = B∗t − N∗t , which

eliminates the risk sharing (UIP) wedge in (24). The optimum consumption path {C̃Tt} is the unique path
that satis�es the dynamic system (23) and (26). The nominal exchange rate is given by Ẽt = γ

1−γ
ANt
C̃Tt

.

The optimal policy is time consistent.

Intuitively, there are two distortions — output gap due to sticky prices and imperfect risk sharing
due to the intermediation friction (under limits to arbitrage) — and two policy instruments (monetary
policy and foreign exchange interventions), which allow the planner to address both distortions and
deliver the constrained optimum.18 The property of the constrained optimum is zero wedges in pro-
duction (output gap) and in international risk sharing, Xt = 1 and Ψ̂t = 0. The maximum utility is
given by W̃0 = E0

∑∞
t=0 β

t
[
γ log C̃Tt + (1− γ) (logAt − 1)

]
, and we use it as the benchmark for the

remaining analysis:

W0 − W̃0 = E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
γ log

CTt

C̃Tt
+ (1− γ)

(
log

Wt

At
− Wt −At

At

)]
≤ 0,

where the �rst term is the loss from risk sharing distortions and the second term is the loss from the
output gap.

Importantly, the optimal policy is time consistent, as both instruments remove the respective distor-
tions contemporaneously and require no intertemporal promises. As a result, the implementation of the
constrained optimum allocation does not require commitment on the part of the monetary authority.

There is no closed form characterization of C̃Tt in the presence of uninsured country risk in YTt,
but when YTt = ATt follows a random walk, C̃Tt follows a near random walk with changes in C̃Tt
approximately equal to changes in ATt. What are the implications of this for the nominal and real
exchange rate? The nominal exchange rate Ẽt = γ

1−γ
ANt
C̃Tt

, as well as the real exchange rate Q̃t = Ẽ1−γ
t ,

appreciates with the relative productivity in the tradable sector, that is when tradable endowment ATt
increases sharper than non-tradable productivity ANt. Indeed, this is the Balassa-Samuelson force
which shapes the path of the real exchange rate as the interplay between tradable and non-tradable
productivity. Under sticky prices, implementing this path for the real exchange rate requires the nom-
inal exchange rate to follow the same relative productivities.

Implementing the constrained optimum in an economy with sticky prices and frictional �nancial
market requires an active use of both monetary policy and foreign exchange interventions, but does
not require the use of capital controls. The goal of foreign exchange interventions is not to eliminate

18Note that the constrained optimum is not �rst best as international �nancial market is incomplete and only allows to
share risk in expectation given the foreign interest rate R∗t . This is equivalent to a single foreign-currency bond economy.
Interestingly, the presence of the home currency bond is irrelevant for the optimal allocation, as Rt is merely a side variable
and does not a�ect the equilibrium allocation in this case, and the planner has no incentive to use an additional instruments
(e.g., capital controls; see below).
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exchange rate volatility, but rather to eliminate the risk sharing wedge — the UIP deviation Ψ̂t due to the
intermediation friction. No UIP deviations are, in fact, consistent with a volatile nominal exchange rate,
which itself is generally a consequence of the optimal monetary policy stabilizing output gap.19 Under
segmented �nancial market, foreign exchange interventions provide the government with an important
additional tool, which allows to stabilize distortions associated with frictional intermediation. The use
of foreign exchange interventions does not interfere with monetary policy, which is focused on output
gap stabilization, as in the closed economy, and does not generally require the use of capital controls.
In this sense, such economy does not feature the trilemma trade-o� present in conventional monetary
models with a frictionless �nancial market.20

4.2.2 Divine coincidence: �xed exchange rate

In the constrained optimum allocation, foreign exchange rate interventions F̃ ∗t = B∗t −N∗t eliminate
the risk-sharing wedge (Ψ̂t = 0), but do not result in a stable exchange rate (Et 6= const in general).
Indeed, the nominal exchange rate traces the frictionless real exchange rate, which in turn re�ects the
relative movements in non-tradable productivity (relative to tradable endowment). We now explore
the special case when a �xed exchange rate implements the constrained optimum.

Note also that the constrained optimum implementation requires the use of both instruments —
monetary policy Wt and foreign exchange interventions F ∗t — and, in general, it cannot be imple-
mented with monetary policy alone. There exists, however, an important special, yet robust, case
when monetary policy alone can simultaneously implement both goals — output gap stabilization and
elimination of the international risk-sharing wedge — without any need to use foreign exchange inter-
ventions. This case relies on the full stabilization of the nominal exchange rate — the �xed exchange
rate — which can be achieved by means of monetary policy and thus eliminates the need to use foreign
exchange interventions. We refer to this special case as the divine coincidence in an open economy.

Indeed, examining the general policy problem (22), the limiting case with a commitment to �xed
exchange rate Et = const implies σ2

t = 0, and thus eliminates the risk sharing wedge (ensures Ψ̂t = 0),
irrespective of the use of the other instrument F ∗t . Furthermore, since Et = γ

1−γ
Wt
CTt

, monetary policy
can always ensure a �xed exchange rate by setting Wt/CTt = const. The only remaining question is
when such monetary policy can also be optimal from the point of view of the output gap stabilization,
that is ensure thatXt = Wt/ANt = 1. While being a knife-edge case, it is an important one, and can be
formulated as follows: if the �rst-best real exchange rate — i.e., the real exchange rate corresponding
to the �rst-best allocation with zero output gap — is constant, then �xed nominal exchange rate is the
optimal policy stabilizing simultaneously output gap and international risk sharing. Indeed, recall that
the real and nominal exchange rates perfectly comove under sticky prices, Qt = E1−γ

t , so that if the

�rst-best real exchange rate Q̃t =
(

γ
1−γ

ANt
C̃Tt

)1−γ
= const, then it can always be implemented with

19As shown above, the nominal exchange rate implementing the �rst best follows the relative non-tradable productivity.
Arguably, the volatility of relative productivities is not as large as the observed volatility of �oating exchange rates, e.g. dollar-
euro (10% annualized standard deviation). Thus, it is likely that optimal foreign exchange rate interventions partially stabilize
the exchange rate relative to laissez-faire, as we further discuss below.

20Note that this does not mean however that any path of the exchange rate can be implemented without compromising
the ability of monetary policy to stabilize in�ation and output gap, and in this sense the trilemma is still present.
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Et = const independently of the degree of price stickiness. Furthermore, this is an “if and only if”
statement, and the �xed exchange rate is necessarily suboptimal whenever Q̃t 6= const and prices are
(at least partially) sticky.

Proposition 2 The �xed nominal exchange rate implements the constrained optimum allocation if and

only if the �rst-best real exchange rate is stable, Q̃t = const. In this case, monetary policy alone can

achieve both goals of output gap stabilization, Xt = 1, and elimination of the international risk-sharing

wedge, Ψ̂t = 0, without the use of foreign exchange interventions or capital controls.

When can we expect the �rst-best real exchange rate to be stable? In our setup, this is the case when
Balassa-Samuelson forces exactly o�set each other, and in particular the non-tradable productivity and
tradable endowment comove in lock-step. Formally, this would require a near random walk perfectly
correlated processes in both YTt = ATt andANt, so that CTt tracks YTt and thusANt/CTt = const.21

More generally, the real exchange rate may also vary because of di�erential evolution of home and for-
eign tradable productivity under home bias in tradable consumption. The divine coincidence principle
generalizes to those environments, and still suggests that if one can argue that the �rst-best real ex-
change rate is stable, then a �xed nominal exchange rate regime implements the constrained optimum
and achieves both policy objectives without the need to use other instruments such as exchange rate
interventions or capital controls. In other words, divine coincidence is exactly the case where in�ation
(output gap) stabilization does not come into con�ict with a �xed exchange rate, and thus trilemma, if
present, is not binding.

Implementation We focused above on the direct implementation of the peg usingWt. Two remarks
are in order. First, the same allocation can be implemented using an interest rateRt rule, as pointed out
above. Second, and more importantly, either Wt or Rt implementation can either target output gap or
nominal exchange rate directly. Indeed, divine coincidence implies that �xed exchange rate equilibrium
corresponds to the zero output gap equilibrium. However, the implementation of the policy does matter,
as targeting output gap may be consistent with multiple exchange rate equilibria, one with σ2

t = 0

and another with σ2
t > 0, and only the former one ensures undistorted international risk sharing.22

Therefore, in terms of implementation, a monetary policy that explicitly targets the nominal exchange
rate can be superior to that stabilizing the output gap, even under divine coincidence. In this sense,
the model captures the idea of using a nominal peg to anchor expectations, although the focus is on
the �nancial market expectations rather than in�ation expectations of households and �rms (cf. Marcet
and Nicolini 2003).

21In a linearized environment, this is exactly the case, as cTt = yTt under a random walk endowment, but in a full
non-linear problem, the path of CTt di�ers from that of YTt due to precautionary savings from uninsured idiosyncratic risk.

22Formally, compare the case with Wt = ANt and Wt = κCTt for some appropriately chosen κ > 0, which under divine
coincidence are both consistent with the optimal allocation. While the latter implementation ensures Et = const from (25)
and thus σ2

t = 0, the former may be consistent with multiple equilibria that solve βR∗tEt CTt
CTt+1

= 1 + ωσ2
t
B∗

t−N
∗
t

R∗
t

where

σ2
t = R2

t ·vart
(
CTt+1/CTt

ANt+1/ANt

)
, in addition to the budget constraint (23). The multiplicity of solutions for (CTt, σ

2
t ) translates

into the multiplicity of solutions for Et, with σ2
t = 0 solution welfare dominating other possible solutions.
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4.2.3 Single instrument without divine coincidence

Proposition 1 characterized the optimal joint use of monetary policy and foreign exchange interven-
tions, which allows to implement the optimal allocation by eliminating both the output gap and the
international risk sharing wedge state-by-state. Proposition 2 shows how monetary policy can fully
stabilize the nominal exchange rate, which immediately eliminates the risk sharing wedge without the
use of FX interventions, and further characterizes circumstances when it is also optimal from the point
of output gap stabilization. As a corollary, when prices are �exible and thus the output gap is absent
irrespective of monetary policy, the optimal risk sharing can be always achieved by monetary policy
that stabilizes the nominal exchange rate, without the use of FX interventions. In other words, equi-
librium nominal exchange rate volatility can be desirable only under sticky prices, when it needs to
accommodate the real exchange rate variation that cannot be achieved via adjustment of prices.

We now consider the reverse case of whether the output gap can be stabilized by foreign exchange
interventions alone, when monetary policy is constrained, e.g. by the zero lower bound Rt ≥ R or
�xed exchange rate Et = Ē .23 In contrast to the previous case, it is not possible to implement the �rst-
best allocation with foreign exchange interventions. In particular, �xed exchange rate implies σ2

t = 0

in (20), and while it immediately eliminates the risk sharing wedge, it also makes FX interventions F ∗t
irrelevant for the equilibrium allocation. F ∗t can still a�ect allocation {CTt, CNt} under the zero lower
bound constraint if σ2

t > 0. However, under separable utility, F ∗t is optimally used to only eliminate the
risk sharing wedge in tradables without targeting the allocation of non-tradables and the output gap.24

This analysis in particular suggests that FX interventions cannot substitute for monetary policy. We
next explore the optimal use of monetary policy in the presence of both frictions when FX interven-
tions F ∗t are not available. In this case, the optimal monetary policy closes the output gap on average
and trades o� the state-by-state variation in output gap ex post with reducing the risk sharing wedge ex
ante by partially stabilizing the future nominal exchange rate. Formally, the optimal monetary policy
ensures EtXt+1 = 1, where Xt+1 = Wt+1/ANt+1 is the output gap, but varies Xt+1 6= 1 state-by-
state to reduce σ2

t , in particular in periods following large risk sharing wedges Ψ̂t = ωσ2
t
N∗t −B∗t
R∗t

6= 0.25

The policy reduces CNt+1 = Wt+1 below ANt+1 when CTt+1 is low, and vice versa, which reduces
the volatility of Et+1 = γ

1−γ
Wt+1

CTt+1
by making tradable and non-tradable consumption more correlated.

This is the optimal trade-o� between the two frictions, namely giving up on fully stabilizing the output
gap at t+ 1 to reduce the international risk sharing wedge at t to smooth tradable consumption.

23Recall that under sticky prices, PNt = 1, we have CNt = Wt, and the loss from the output gap can be written as
log CNt

At
− CNt−At

At
≤ 0. Furthermore, CNt must satisfy βRtEt{CNt/CN,t+1} = 1 and Et = γ

1−γ
CNt
CTt

, with the former
possibly constrained by the ZLB and the latter by the �xed exchange rate.

24With non-separable utility in (CTt, CNt), foreign exchange interventions can depart from the optimal risk sharing
βR∗tEt{uTt/uTt+1} = 1 in order to relax the constraint imposed by βRtEt{uNt/uNt+1} = 1 when Rt cannot adjust
(where uTt and uNt correspond to marginal utility of tradable and non-tradable consumption respectively). As in the general
theory of second best, the constrained optimal policy introduces a wedge into international risk sharing if it allows to reduce
the domestic output gap. Unlike capital controls or other taxes, however, which can directly distort βRtEt

{
uTt
uTt+1

Et
Et+1

}
= 1,

foreign exchange interventions are less capable and operate exclusively via their indirect a�ect on CTt in (20) (cf. Farhi and
Werning 2012, Correia, Farhi, Nicolini, and Teles 2013, Farhi, Gopinath, and Itskhoki 2014).

25In contrast, Xt+1 = 1 state-by-state in periods following Ψ̂t = 0, i.e. when risk sharing (UIP) deviation are small due to
a combination of small risk aversion ω, small exchange rate volatility σ2

t , and/or small equilibrium �nancial �ows N∗t −B∗t .
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We summarize these results in the following proposition and provide a formal proof in Appendix B:

Proposition 3 (i) Monetary policy can eliminate the risk-sharing wedge, while foreign exchange inter-

ventions cannot close the output gap when monetary policy is constrained and can only ensure constrained-

optimal international risk sharing. (ii) Optimal monetary policy in the absence of FX interventions elimi-

nates the output gap on average and uses the state-by-state variation in output gap to partially reduce the

volatility of the nominal exchange rate and the ex ante risk sharing (UIP) wedge.

This proposition emphasizes that foreign exchange interventions are a direct instrument to o�set
international risk sharing wedges emerging as a result of imperfect intermediation. This result gener-
alizes beyond segmented market models and applies in non-competitive environments with rents and
markups and in models with �nancial constraints (e.g. Gabaix and Maggiori 2015, Adrian, Etula, and
Shin 2015, Jiang, Krishnamurthy, and Lustig 2021, Bianchi, Bigio, and Engel 2021). As the same time,
foreign exchange interventions are ine�ective to address other frictions other frictions such as output
gap, or in richer models ine�ciencies arising due to overborrowing as a result of pecuniary externalities
(see e.g. Basu, Boz, Gopinath, Roch, and Unsal 2020).

The proposition also suggests that pure �oats where monetary policy focuses exclusively on output
gap and in�ation stabilization and foreign exchange interventions are not used are generally subopti-
mal. Instead, partial and crawling pegs whereby either FX interventions or monetary policy are used to
partially stabilize or eliminate short-run exchange rate volatility are generally superior to pure �oats,
as well as to outright pegs. Full pegs are optimal under divine coincidence and pure �oats are optimal
when wedges arising from intermediation frictions are negligible. The latter happens when either risk
bearing capacity is large (small ω) or �nancial �ows N∗t − B∗t are small relative to the absorption ca-
pacity of the �nancial market (deep �nancial market). A sign of a deep �nancial market are small UIP
deviations despite large ex post exchange rate volatility. In contrast, when UIP deviations are large, this
may indicate frictional intermediation and call for policy intervention to smooth out UIP deviations. In
other words, large ex ante UIP deviations is a necessary condition for a welfare improving exchange
rate intervention.26

Discretionary policy An important property of the optimal policies in Proposition 1 was time con-
sistency and no need for commitment to implement them. As described above, the optimal monetary
policy in the absence of FX interventions trades-o� output gap stabilization at t + 1 for reducing the
risk sharing wedge at t. This requires commitment on the part of the monetary authority, as the only
time-consistent discretionary outcome is the state-by-state output gap stabilization, Xt+1 = 1, which
leaves a laissez-faire international risk sharing wedge Ψ̂t. This is suboptimal, as shown in Proposition 3.

26If UIP deviations re�ect default or counterparty risk rather than intermediation friction or rents, then FX interventions
are not justi�ed as a policy response (see Amador, Bianchi, Bocola, and Perri 2019).
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4.2.4 International transfers. Capital controls

We now consider the case with international transfers when τ < 1 in the country budget constraint (19),
which we rewrite as:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = (YTt − CTt)− τ̃ R̃t

B∗t−1 − F ∗t−1

R∗t−1

, (28)

where we denoted τ̃ ≡ 1 − τ > 0 and carry trade return R̃t ≡ R∗t−1 − Rt−1
Et−1

Et . Thus, the planner
maximizes the objective (22) subject to (28), (24)–(25) and the Euler equation (3) which determines Rt.
For convenience, we combine (3) with (24) to write the constraint as the UIP condition (21) on R̃∗t+1,
which we reproduce here as follows:

Et
{

Θt+1R̃
∗
t+1

}
= ωσ2

t

B∗t −N∗t − F ∗t
R∗t

= Ψ̂t, (29)

where recall that Θt+1 = β CTt
CTt+1

is the home household’s stochastic discount factor (SDF) for returns
in foreign currency and Ψ̂t is the UIP wedge.

The last term in the budget constraint (28) corresponds to the international wealth transfer, which
obtains when the noise traders and arbitrageurs jointly make losses on their �nancial positions, as
their losses are the gains of the combined home households and government sector. Under these cir-
cumstances, while it is still feasible, it is no longer optimal for the government to fully eliminate the
risk sharing wedge Ψ̂t in (29). First, consider the optimal policies from Proposition 1, namely Wt = At

and F ∗t = B∗t −N∗t , which still eliminate both the output gap and the risk sharing wedge. In this case,
the country budget constraint becomes:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t = (YTt − CTt)− τ̃ R̃∗tψt−1,

whereψt−1 =
N∗t−1

R∗t−1
is the exogenous noise trader liquidity demand for dollar relative to home currency.

As a result, this allocation is associated with mean-zero idiosyncratic international transfers (evaluated
using the home household SDF):

Et−1{Θtτ̃ R̃
∗
tψt−1} = τ̃ψt−1Et−1{ΘtR̃

∗
t } = 0,

and they contribute to the national income volatility of the home country thus reducing welfare. Can
the government improve upon this allocation? In particular, is it feasible to eliminate income risk or
even create systematic transfers from the rest of the world.

One can show that departures fromWt = At, if UIP still holds in expectation, generate at most third
order bene�ts, while creating second order losses from departures from output gap. Thus, we focus here
for concreteness on monetary policy that stabilizes output gap, Wt = At, and explore the use of FX
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interventions F ∗t in the presence of international transfers. We rewrite the budget constraint (28) as:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = (YTt − CTt)− τ̃ R̃∗t

[
ψt−1 +

Et−1ΘtR̃
∗
t

ωσ2
t−1

]
,

and the government has a direct control over the size of the UIP deviation, EtΘt+1R̃
∗
t+1 = Ψ̂t by means

of FX interventions F ∗t in (29). Therefore, the tradeo� faced by the policymaker is whether to engineer
ex ante UIP deviations, which distort risk sharing, yet can generate additional national income under
certain circumstances.

The expected discounted income (using home SDF) from FX interventions that allow for UIP devi-
ations (Ψ̂t 6= 0) is given by:

−τ̃EtΘt+1R̃
∗
t+1

[
ψt +

EtΘt+1R̃
∗
t+1

ωσ2
t

]
= −τ̃

[
ψtΨ̂t +

Ψ̂2
t

ωσ2
t

]
.

Therefore, the expected income is (weakly) negative in the absence of noise trader demand (whenψt = 0),
and thus Ψ̂t = 0 is optimal in this case as it guarantees both e�cient risk sharing and no expected in-
come losses. A corollary of this result is that, if noise traders are domestic and arbitrageurs are foreign,
the government can generate no expected income and should ensure Ψ̂t = 0 by setting F ∗t = B∗t −N∗t
as in Proposition 1 (cf. Amador, Bianchi, Bocola, and Perri 2019, Fanelli and Straub 2021).

In the presence of international noise trader demand, the policymaker can generate expected in-
comes by partially “leaning against the wind” of their currency demand and choosing F ∗t such that:

ψtΨ̂t ∝ N∗t · (B∗t −N∗t − F ∗t ) < 0.

The income gains of the government are limited, however, by the arbitrageurs, who take positions in
the same direction as the government and inversely proportionally to ωσ2

t . As a result, in the limit of
ωσ2

t → 0, the government cannot sustain any expected income gains, even in the presence of noise
traders, and should not attempt to choose Ψ̂t 6= 0, which would be futile anyways. Finally, for any
ωσ2

t > 0, UIP deviations Ψ̂t in response to ψt 6= 0 generate income gains that are �rst order in Ψ̂t

and welfare losses from the resulting risk sharing wedge that are second order in Ψ̂t, around Ψ̂t = 0.
Therefore, non-zero UIP deviation Ψ̂t are necessarily desirable in this case, if su�ciently small.27 We
summarize this discussion in the following proposition:

Proposition 4 (i) Expected income from FX interventions is weakly negative in the absence of foreign

noise trader demand, and thus F ∗t = B∗t −N∗t to ensure Ψ̂t = 0 is optimal in this case. (ii) In the presence
of foreign noise trade demand, there exist FX interventions F ∗t that partially lean againstN∗t and generate

expected incomes that exceed welfare losses from the induced risk sharing (UIP) wedge Ψ̂t 6= 0.
27The maximum expected income equals 1

4
τ̃ωσ2

tψ
2
t , and it is achieved when Ψ̂t = − 1

2
ωσ2

tψt, or equivalently F ∗t =
B∗t − 1

2
N∗t = B∗t − 1

2
R∗tψt. The optimal intervention additionally takes into account the welfare loss from the risk-sharing

wedge which is increasing in Ψ̂2
t .
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Volatility of the central bank’s balance sheet The policy of FX interventions, whether it results
in UIP deviations or not, leads to ex post income and losses borne by the central bank, even when
expected incomes and losses might be zero. In particular, the ex post income of the central bank is
given by R̃∗t+1

F ∗t
R∗t

=
[
1 − Rt

R∗t

Et
Et+1

]
F ∗t and its variance is given by σ2

t · (F ∗t /R∗t )2. Thus, two possible
constraints on the central bank’s balance sheet may be non-negative foreign reserves F ∗t ≥ 0 or a
value at risk constraint |F ∗t | ≤ αR∗t /σt. Both constraints may limit the ability of the central bank to
implement the optimal policies, and in particular the policy F ∗t = B∗t − N∗t from Proposition 1 may
be infeasible.

Furthermore, the region of feasibility may not be connected, as there is a feedback between policy
F ∗t and equilibrium exchange rate volatility σ2

t . More speci�cally, limited interventions F ∗t may result
in large equilibrium exchange rate volatility σ2

t , while large interventions, vice versa, limit signi�cantly
the equilibrium σ2

t , thus possibly making the intermediate levels of interventions infeasible.
Finally, in cases when su�ciently large interventions are infeasible, and the lowest achievable σ2

t

with FX interventions is large, a fully �xed exchange rate by means of monetary policy may be superior
relative to the output-gap stabilizing monetary policy and the best feasible level of FX interventions.
This can be the case, in particular, even when the divine coincidence of Propositions 2 is not satis�ed.
Thus, this o�ers a justi�cations for some exchange rate pegs that are adopted despite the resulting
output gaps and suboptimal real exchange rate under the peg.

Capital controls So far, we have left out capital controls from our considerations. Indeed, Propo-
sitions 1 and 2 show that optimal allocations can be attained without any use of capital controls, as
long as there are no international transfers (τ = 1 in (19)) and both monetary policy and FX interven-
tions are available and unconstrained. As soon as we consider the full policy problem which features
a general budget constraint (28) with a possibility of transfers, capital controls become useful. The
only constraint that cannot be relaxed is the budget constraint, (24) and (29) can be relaxed provided
enough policy instruments. Indeed, FX interventions relax the risk sharing constraint (24), while capi-
tal controls on households (or other intertemporal taxes) relax the UIP condition (29). This e�ectively
makes Rt a free choice variable, allowing the government to manipulate UIP deviations with both F ∗t
and capital controls, thus further maximizing the rents that can be extracted from noise traders. In
general, these rents are limited by the intermediation of arbitrageurs, unless separate capital controls
can be levied on the arbitrageurs as well.

5 Conclusion

This paper outlines a simple model of exchange rate determination, which is broadly consistent with
the major exchange rate puzzles, and uses it to study the optimal exchange rate policy. We emphasize
the transmission of monetary and �nancial shocks via goods and �nancial markets, which is crucial to
explain the PPP, UIP and Mussa puzzles. Sticky prices and �nancial intermediation frictions imply that
there are two wedges in the economy — the output gap and deviations from the optimal risk sharing
— and closing them with one policy instrument is only feasible when the optimal real exchange rate is
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stable. This open-economy divine coincidence calls for a �xed nominal exchange rate. More generally,
two instruments are required to implement the optimal allocation: while interest rate policy targets the
output gap, FX interventions are used to eliminate UIP deviations. When only monetary instrument
is available, the second best policy balances the two objectives and partially stabilizes the nominal
exchange rate.

While we focus on exchange rate policies, the normative implications are not limited to an open
economy environment. It is intriguing to study, both theoretically and empirically, the transmission
mechanism of monetary policy via �nancial markets in a closed economy. The ability of a peg to
stabilize the risk premium on the carry trade raises the question of whether monetary policy can and
should partially stabilize the volatility in the equity risk premium by targeting a stock market index.
How such policy a�ects the economy and whether it is desirable are important questions for future
research.
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Appendix

A Additional Figures
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(b) Relative in�ation, πt − π∗t
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(c) Relative consumption growth, ct − c∗t
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(d) Relative GDP growth, yt − y∗t
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Figure A1: Macroeconomic volatility over time

Source: Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021b). Note: Annualized standard deviations (in log points) for G7 countries (plus Spain,
without Canada) relative to the U.S., estimated as moving averages with a window over 18 months (for exchange rates and
in�ation) or 10 quarters (for consumption and real GDP growth) before and after, treating 1973:01 as the end point for the
two regimes; the dashed lines correspond to the average standard deviations under the two regimes. Note that under a full
peg (et = 0), by de�nition qt = πt − π∗t ; under a �oat, the empirical correlation between et and qt is close to 1 and between
qt (or et) and πt − π∗t is close to 0. See Figure 1 for raw data series for qt and ct.
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B Derivations and Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 First, we use market clearing for home-currency bond, Bt + Nt + Dt + Ft = 0,
and the zero capital (carry trade) portfolios of noise traders and arbitrageurs, Dt/Rt + EtD∗t /R∗t = 0

and Nt/Rt + EtN∗t /R∗t = 0, to obtain:

Bt + Ft
Rt

− Et(N
∗
t +D∗t )

R∗t
= 0.

Then using the de�nition of the country’s NFA position,

EtB∗t
R∗t

=
Bt + Ft
Rt

+
EtF ∗t
R∗t

,

to express out Bt + Ft and diving through by Et/R∗t results in B∗t = F ∗t + N∗t + D∗t , as stated in the
lemma.

Second, substitute �rm pro�ts Πt = PTtYTt + PNtYNt −WtLt and household consumption ex-
penditure PtCt = PNtCNt +PTtCTt into the household budget constraint (2) and use market clearing
CNt = YNt to obtain:

Bt
Rt
−Bt−1 = NXt + Tt,

where NXt = PTtYTt − PTtCTt = Et(YTt − CTt) using the law of one price with P ∗Tt = 1. Next
combine this with the government budget constraint (in the text) to obtain:

Bt + Ft
Rt

+
EtF ∗t
R∗t
−Bt−1 − Ft−1 − EtF ∗t−1 = NXt + τEtπ∗t .

Using the de�nition of NFA B∗t above and the market clearing Bt +Dt +Nt + Ft = 0, as well as the
result above that B∗t = D∗t +N∗t + F ∗t , we rewrite:

EtB∗t
R∗t
− EtB∗t−1 + Et(D∗t−1 +N∗t−1) + (Dt−1 +Nt−1) = NXt + τEtπ∗t .

Finally, recall that π∗t = R̃∗t
D∗t−1+N∗t−1

R∗t−1
=
[
1− Rt−1

R∗t−1

Et−1

Et

]
(D∗t−1 +N∗t−1). Subtract Etπ∗t on both sides:

EtB∗t
R∗t
−EtB∗t−1 + (Dt−1 +Nt−1) +

Rt−1

R∗t−1

Et−1(D∗t−1 +N∗t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 as zero capital portfolio at t− 1

= NXt− (1− τ)R̃∗t
Et(D∗t−1 +N∗t−1)

R∗t−1

,

Divide through by Et, use the fact that NXt/Et = YTt − CTt, and the fact above that D∗t−1 +N∗t−1 =

B∗t−1 − F ∗t−1 to rewrite:

B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = (YTt − CTt)− (1− τ)R̃∗t

Et(B∗t−1 − F ∗t−1)

R∗t−1

,

resulting in (19) in the lemma.
Finally, (20) in the lemma follows directly from the optimal portfolio of the arbitrageurs (in the
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text), which we rewrite expanding the expressions for Θt+1 and R̃∗t+1 as:

ωσ2
t

D∗t
R∗t

= Et
{

Θt+1R̃
∗
t+1

}
= Et

{
β

CTt
CT,t+1

·
[
R∗t −Rt

Et
Et+1

]}
.

Subtracting the household Euler equation (3), after noting that optimal household expenditure γPNtCNt =

(1− γ)EtCTt, and substituting for D∗t = B∗t−1 −N∗t−1 − F ∗t−1 �nishes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3 Consider the policy problem whenF ∗t is constrained, for concretenessF ∗t = 0:

max
{CTt,CNt,B∗t ,Et,Rt,σ2

t }
E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
γ logCTt + (1− γ)

(
logCNt −

CNt
At

)]
,

subject to
B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = YTt − CTt,

βR∗tEt
CTt
CT,t+1

= 1 + ωσ2
t

B∗t −N∗t
R∗t

,

βRtEt
CNt
CN,t+1

= 1,

Et =
γ

1− γ
CNt
CTt

,

σ2
t = R2

t · vart

( Et
Et+1

)
.

Denote Γt ≡ 1/CNt and express out Rt and Et using the third and fourth constraints:

max
{CTt,Γt,B∗t ,σ2

t }
E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
γ logCTt − (1− γ)

(
log Γt +

1

AtΓt

)]
,

subject to
B∗t
R∗t
−B∗t−1 = YTt − CTt,

βR∗tEt
CTt
CT,t+1

= 1− ωσ2
t

N∗t −B∗t
R∗t

,

β2C2
Tt(EtΓt+1)2σ2

t = Et
(
Γt+1CT,t+1

)2 − (EtCT,t+1)2 (EtΓt+1)2,

Use Lagrange multipliers (λt, µt, δt) for the three remaining constraints:

L = E0

∞∑
t=0

βt

{[
γ logCTt − (1− γ)

(
log Γt +

1

AtΓt

)]
+ λt

[
B∗t−1 + YTt − CTt −

B∗t
R∗t

]
+ µt

[
1− ωσ2

t

N∗t −B∗t
R∗t

− βR∗tEt
CTt
CT,t+1

]
+ δt

[
β2C2

Tt(EtΓt+1)2σ2
t + (EtCT,t+1)2 (EtΓt+1)2 − Et

(
Γt+1CT,t+1

)2]}
.
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Note that µt has the same sign as σ2
t (N

∗
t −B∗t ) so that µtσ2

t (N
∗
t −B∗t ) ≥ 0 and δt ≥ 0, with equalities

only if σ2
t (N

∗
t − B∗t ) = 0. Also note that Et in the Lagrangian stands for

∑
st+1

πt(st+1), where
πt+1 = πt(st+1) is the probability of state st+1 at t+ 1 conditional on state st at t. We take FOCs with
respect to σ2

t and Γt+1 in state st+1:

− µtω
N∗t −B∗t

R∗t
+ δtβ

2C2
Tt(EtΓt+1)2 = 0,

βπt+1(1− γ)
1

Γt+1

(
1

At+1Γt+1
− 1

)
+ 2δtπt+1

[ (
β2C2

Ttσ
2
t + (EtCT,t+1)2

)
(EtΓt+1)− C2

T,t+1Γt+1

]
= 0.

Simplify and rewrite:

δtβ
2C2

Tt(EtΓt+1)2 = µtω
N∗t −B∗t

R∗t
,

β(1− γ)

(
1

At+1Γt+1
− 1

)
= 2δt

[
(Γt+1CT,t+1)2 −

(
β2C2

Ttσ
2
t + (EtCT,t+1)2

)
(EtΓt+1)Γt+1

]
.

Next take the expectation Et of the second condition and use the de�nition of σ2
t to simplify:

β(1− γ)Et
(

1

At+1Γt+1
− 1

)
= 2δt

[
Et(Γt+1CT,t+1)2 −

(
β2C2

Ttσ
2
t + (EtCT,t+1)2

)
(EtΓt+1)2

]
= 0

as the RHS corresponds to the de�nition of σ2
t . Thus, average output gap is zero, EtXt+1 = 1.

Now substitute out δt:

β(1− γ)

(
1

At+1Γt+1
− 1

)
=

2ωµt
β2

N∗t −B∗t
R∗t

[
(Γt+1CT,t+1)2

C2
Tt(EtΓt+1)2

−
Et
(
Γt+1CT,t+1

)2
C2
Tt(EtΓt+1)2

Γt+1

EtΓt+1

]
,

where we used:

β2σ2
t + (EtCT,t+1/CTt)

2 =
Et
(
Γt+1CT,t+1

)2
C2
Tt(EtΓt+1)2

.

Rewrite in terms of CNt and Et:

β(1−γ)

(
CN,t+1

At+1
− 1

)
=

2ωµt
β2

Et(N∗t −B∗t )

R∗t

[
(1/Et+1)2

(Et CTt
CT,t+1

Et
Et+1

)2
−

Et
(
1/Et+1

)2
(Et CTt

CT,t+1

Et
Et+1

)2

1/(Et+1CT,t+1)

Et1/(Et+1CT,t+1)

]
,

and further simplify by noting that Et CTt
CT,t+1

Et
Et+1

= Et Wt
Wt+1

= 1/(βRt):

βγCN,t+1 (Xt+1 − 1) =
2EtR2

tµtΨ̂t

σ2
t

[
CT,t+1

Et+1
−

Et
(
1/Et+1

)2
Et1/(Et+1CT,t+1)

]
,

Therefore, monetary policy uses variation in output gapXt+1 around 1 to increase CN,t+1 aboveAt+1

when CT,t+1 is particularly high, and vice versa, to reduce the volatility of the exchange rate Et+1 ∝
CN,t+1/CT,t+1, thus bringing down σ2

t and the period t risk sharing wedge Ψ̂t, in particular in periods
where UIP deviations are large to begin with. �
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